List Management Software (LM)
The List Management (LM) module is more advanced than any other shelving tool on the market. It not
only allows operators to shelve nuisance alarms, but also can shelve stale, standing alarms automatically.
LM offers the ability to restrict critical alarms from being shelved and can be set to re-enable after a set
period of time or if the alarm is inactive. With the ability to restrict which alarms can be shelved, a reminder
that the operator has alarms shelved and the ability for alarms to automatically un-shelve themselves, LM is
the premiere method to allow operators to shelve alarms.
Features
• Exclusion list
• Simple right-click entry from Interface Dynamics v3
• Entry validation – veriﬁes roles and restricts multiple entries
• Easy list conﬁguration and management
• Automatic shelving to remove stale alarms from the alarm summary
• Automatic un-shelving based on an alarm being inactive or using a ﬁxed un-shelve timer
• State-based shelving
LM can be used by multiple users with different
control system responsibilities. Each type of user can
have a different set of authorized privileges.
Alarm Categorization
Though more can be conﬁgured, there are three
shelving lists that originally exist: short-term, longterm and maintenance. When instruments begin to
malfunction and cause the alarm to chatter in and out, the operator can navigate to the LM interface and
shelve it on the short or long term shelving list. If the instrument needs maintenance, the operator can
shelve it under the maintenance shelving list. The interface shown below allows an operator to easily pick a
conﬁgured list, speciﬁcally which alarm to shelve and whether to shelve immediately or not. After shelving
multiple alarms, it is very easy for operators and engineers to keep track of which alarms are shelved by
accessing a list of all alarms that are currently shelved in each speciﬁc list.
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Auto Bookkeeping
The remind time is the maximum length of time that an alarm will remain shelved independent of the
status of the alarm. This is used to un-shelve alarms that are still annunciating when they were expected to
clear within a given period of time. The enable time is also known as the clear-to-enable time. This is the
continuous period of time that an alarm must be inactive before it will be un-shelved. The disable timer will
shelve an alarm after it has been active for the timer length. During normal operations, operators will use
the immediate disable option that will immediately shelve the alarm. The conﬁgurable disable time is part
of permanent shelving.
Auto Shelving
Automatic shelving is designed during rationalization and is used to solve stale alarm issues. When
alarms are conﬁgured with automatic shelving, they will annunciate for a set period of time and then
automatically shelve themselves for a variable period of time. In order for the point to re-enable, the
process variable must remain in a non-alarmable state for a conﬁgurable clear-to-enable time.
Automatic shelving is used on points that the operator’s corrective action does not clear the alarm. This
causes alarms to only appear on the operator’s alarm summary as soon as they occur, rather than the
entire time they are in the alarm state. Examples would include pump statuses, ﬁrstouts and some hand
switches.
Exclusion Lists
There are some critical alarms that should never be shelved due to the consequences that could arise if
they are not responded to. Engineers have the ability to create exclusion lists that prevent any operators
from shelving these alarms. With controlled access in LM by point, user and area, you will never have to
worry about critical process and safety alarms getting suppressed inadvertently.
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